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By Raymond Towers
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*** Creative Commons License Attribution - Non-Commercial - No Derivatives (CC
BY-NC-ND) - This PDF story is licensed as ‘copy and share.’ You may share this story freely as
long as you do not change it in any way or use it commercially. ***
Introduction
While putting together the Chaos Rift RPG Game, I’ve been reading through the rulebooks
for a large number of established role-playing games. Many of these rulebooks have extensive
guides, charts and tables for creating characters, locations and adventure scenarios. It is possible
that I might select one or two of these world-building instructional aids for use in a series of
future novels. In fact, I am using such devices and idea generators right now for my current
writing project Night Man.
In the meantime, I am picking and choosing some of the charts that I’ve found the most
useful for me, and adapting them for use with one or two common six-sided dice for simplicity. I
will be adding more of these nifty little Nudgers as I come across them and modify them to work
for my specific purposes. You can use these if you need a quick and easy nudge in your story or
whatever fictional scenario you are creating. Some sources of inspiration were difficult to credit
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because I might view a couple of similar charts from different rulebooks to come up with a
hybrid version, or they were mentioned in a Youtube video or were created by hand by video
hosts. If I can credit a specific rulebook or video, I will, but otherwise my inspirations will be
listed in a generalized fashion at the end of this article.
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Weather Chart
I love this chart! It was inspired by the quartet of weather charts found in the Cogent
Roleplay Core Rulebook. I modified it to work for 2d6, or 36 dice results, instead of Cogent’s
d100 range for 4 separate charts. (Download the rulebook free at www.cogentroleplay.com.)
How to use it: Roll 2 distinct dice so you’ll have a 1st die and a 2nd die. Simply match up
the result with the chart below for today’s fantasy weather. The result is good for two days. If
you have an extreme weather event, roll 1 die and match up the result with the topography
selections in the second chart below. Be careful, you could wind up with a volcano on your
hands!
(I’ve included the result percentages because I will certainly end up creating another chart
that follows this same format. If you’re interested, the percentages show how likely you are to
roll the total of two dice added together. A total of seven will come up 16.67% of the time, as in
1 + 6, 2 + 5, 3 + 4, etc. That’s the highest percentage on the chart. Now you know why they’re
called Lucky Sevens!)
Dice Roll (%)
1,1 (2.78)
1,2 (5.56)
1,3 (8.33)

Weather
Blizzard
Snow
Cold

Dice Roll (%)
3,1 (8.33)
3,2 (11.11)
3,3 (13.89)

Weather
Cold
Rain
Overcast
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Dice Roll (%)
5,1 (13.89)
5,2 (16.67)
5,3 (13.89)

Weather
Overcast
Cloudy
Sunshine

1,4 (11.11)
1,5 (13.89)
1,6 (16.67)
2,1 (5.56)
2,2 (8.33)
2,3 (11.11)
2,4 (13.89)
2,5 (16.67)
2,6 (13.89)

Rain
Overcast
Cloudy
Snow
Cold
Rain
Overcast
Cloudy
Sunshine

3,4 (16.67)
3,5 (13.89)
3,6 (11.11)
4,1 (11.11)
4,2 (13.89)
4,3 (16.67)
4,4 (13.89)
4,5 (11.11)
4,6 (8.33)

Cloudy
Sunshine
Hot
Rain
Overcast
Cloudy
Sunshine
Hot
Storm

5,4 (11.11)
5,5 (8.33)
5,6 (5.56)
6,1 (16.67)
6, 2 (13.89)
6,3 (11.11)
6,4 (8.33)
6,5 (5.56)
6,6 (8.33)

Hot
Storm
Hail
Cloudy
Sunshine
Hot
Storm
Hail
Disaster*

Arid
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Fire
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Flood

Mountains
Earthquake
Fire
Volcano
Earthquake
Fire
Volcano

* Find your location and roll again for the type of disaster.
Dice Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6

Island
Earthquake
Fire
Hurricane
Tsunami
Typhoon
Volcano

Coast
Earthquake
Flood
Hurricane
Tsunami
Typhoon
Volcano

Inland
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Fire
Flood
Tornado
Volcano
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The following charts were designed for NPC non-player characters or lesser relevant
supporting roles, but they can be used to move things along if your primary characters get stuck
in your story. Simply roll 1 6-sided dice for a quick story prod.
Character Passions*
1. Concept Or Ideal
2. Object Or Substance
3. Organization / group
4. Person Or Family
5. Place
6. Race Or Species

Passion Hardships
1. Passion Falters
2. Passion Stays Same
3. Passion Stays Same
4. Passion Stays Same
5. Passion Stays Same
6. Passion Strengthens

Task Difficulty
1. Very hard
2. Hard
3. Standard
4. Standard
5. Easy
6. Very easy

* Character Passions - If your character doesn’t have a passion, roll a die and suddenly he or
she has one!
Victory / Success
1. Big Loss
2. Small Loss
3. Draw / No Clear Winner
4. Draw / No Clear Winner
5. Small Win
6. Big Win

Fatigue Levels
1. Exhausted
2. Tired
3. Winded
4. Winded
5. Fresh
6. Fresh

Injuries
1. Death
2. Major injury
3. Unconscious
4. Minor injury
5. Minor bruises
6. Minor scuffs
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Local Chance Encounters*
1. Bandit / Thief
2. Drunk
3. Common worker
4. Tradesman
5. Soldier / Knight / Merchant
6. Noble / Wealthy Merchant

Chance Encounters Mood
1. Hostile
2. Suspicious
3. Misleading
4. Drunk
5. Unfriendly
6. Friendly

Attractiveness Scale
1. Fugly
2. Homely
3. Average
4. Average
5. Cute / Handsome
6. Hot Babe / Hunk

* Local Chance Encounters - works best with small population centers such as towns and
villages
Attribute Modifiers*
1. Terrible
2. Poor
3. Mediocre
4. Good
5. Great
6. Superb

Best Skills Distribution*
1. Average
2. Average
3. Average
4. Good
5. Good
6. Great

* Attribute Modifiers - Say a primary character gets hold of a map, but he’s never read a
map before. You know he might have trouble, but you don’t know how hard you should make
this dilemma. You roll your 1D6 until you get something in the range of 1 to 3. Mediocre would
mean your character might get half of his deductions correct. Poor would mean he’d get most of
the wrong, and Terrible means your character will have to hire someone to decipher the map for
him, because it might be in a foreign language or full of symbols. Alternatively, your character
could take the shoes off a dead man because his leaf slippers are falling apart. In that case, you
can use the entire 1 - 6 range to see how his new shoes will fit, or how long they’ll last due to
their quality.
The chart will also work if you’re fleshing out your NPCs or gauging random events. How
tasty is that overpriced soup on the menu? How good is that archer you’re thinking of hiring?
What kind of service can you expect from the house wench if you haggle her down on price? As
they say, the possibilities are endless.
* Best Skills Distribution - You can tweak this table as you’d like. For an example, my
character or NPC is great at swordsmanship, he is good at the bow and wrestling, and he’s okay
at running, climbing and writing poetry to woo the ladies. The trick here is not to be great at
everything or else your character will be overpowered.
Also, it’s always a good idea to have a couple of faults to cause friction and challenges. In
that case, I could say my character is impatient, can be snooty at times, and he has a great fear of
water because when he was a child, a few bullies tried to down him in a barrel. You don’t want
your character to be Superman because he (or she) will breeze through every obstacle. What you
do want your character to be is Everyman, so people can relate to him (or her).
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Call To Adventure Game Rules 16 pages (brotherwisegames.com)
Cogent Roleplay - Core Rule Book by Josiah, Shad Brooks 67 pages (cogentroleplay.com)
Dawn Of Worlds - World-Building exercise designed as an interactive dice game, 12 pages
(clanwebsite.org/games/rpg/Dawn_of_Worlds_game_1_0Final.pdf)
Mythras Imperative rulebook from The Design Mechanism 40 pages
(www.thedesignmechanism.com)
Tunnels & Trolls rulebook from Flying Buffalo Inc. 16 pages (DriveThruRPG website*)
* I had to create a free account to get this one.
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